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novelty. As David Lyon and Elia Zureik suggest in their book.82 the fear of being 

monitor all calls. Since then due to technological development the range of 

3.1.1. Camera surveillance

Camera surveillance or CCTV surveillance touches upon a number of constitutional 
fundamental rights such as the right to dignity, the protection of personal data, the 
protection of private secrets, the inviolability of the home, the right to peaceful 
assembly, the freedom of expression, the free exercise of religion and the right to 

coupled device (CCD). This signal can be transmitted and processed both in analogue 
and digital mode. A CCD sensor can sense a much broader electromagnetic spectrum 

in the ultraviolet band to a small degree and in the infrared band to a substantial 

at night by infrared lighting. Depending on the mode of transmitting video signals, 

82  Lyon/Zureik, 1996
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physically interfere in the system, see or modify the signal. The typical recording 

not belonging to the monitored area or exceeding the need of the observation 
concerning details. 

operation or set of operations performed upon personal data, thus even the inspection 

principles of data protection are purpose limitation, data minimum, the requirement 
of fair data processing, the requirement of data security, the requirement of 

in the course of camera surveillance.

only be designed by a person satisfying the professional requirements stipulated by 

the purpose of protecting human life, physical integrity and personal liberty, 
safekeeping of hazardous substances, protecting business, bank and securities 
secrets and in the interest of the protection of property. Even in such cases they can 
be applied only on condition the perception of infringements, catching the offenders 
in the act, the avoidance of such offences and providing evidence for such 
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devices does not exceed the necessary extent and it does not entail the disproportionate 

3.1.2. Access control systems

often forget their codes. The issues of data protection concerning their application 

physical device to control access. This is typically done by a (data)card. The purpose 

purposes. These devices can be sorted by their method of storage and type. Storage 
capacity, security and applicability depend on the type of these devices.

on a paper medium embodied data. Reading the cards can be contact electric 

of holes represent serial numbers. The card is read optically, and after comparing the 

having a meal in the given part of the day can be established. The genuineness of the 
card can be determined by having a close look at it; due to its simplicity it cannot be 

magnetic reading head familiar from tape recorders, thus it requires the contact 

83 These cards are 

83  Padilla, 2002.
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important here.

can be stored on magnetic cards, in the case of one dimensional (linear) barcodes 

on tax cards and social security cards in one dimensional linear codes. The square 

data matrix can reach 2335 alphanumeric characters84

similar to it.

not used in Hungary, but digital data are stored on various documents certifying 

case of former methods: 1.1MB, 1.8 MB or 2.8MB.85

A common feature of the cards described so far is that their data content can 

some other method must be introduced. A simple solution can be the case of phone 

of Hungarian phone cards. Forgery, in case commerce memory circuits are used, is 

84  Eiler, 2008, p. 44.
85  Cf. LaserCard Corporation
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operation by leading out the contact points and connecting them to a computer thus 
deceiving the reading device.

performing mathematical operations. The central part of active cards is the 
microcontroller. A microcontroller is practically a quasi complete computer 

one package. This, as an active element, enables the implementation of fourth 
generation crypto systems86 thus providing active protection for the data stored and 

are used in student cards in higher education and recently in bank cards. This is the 
primary device for storing the private keys of electronic signatures. Several 

87

of data transmission.

microcontrollers. The active device used in them is basically the same as the one 
used in contact smart cards, the main difference lies in the fact that radio frequency 

and authorizes for example entrance depending on it. The defect of this system is 

authorized readers in the memory of the card. Data transmission can be made more 
complicated by classifying transmission for example by requiring electronic 
signature. Due to radio frequency data transmission the speed of transmission and 

86  

AES, RSA, etc.
87  For further details see Hassler, 2010.
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consequently the amount of data are far smaller than in the case of smart cards; 

standard. These active cards can be made safe enough to be used in public documents 

realized by biometric solutions. The most characteristic element of the exterior of 

th 

88

th

89 recognition,
90 recognition,

88  Roberts, 2012.
89  Coloured part round the pupil of the eye.
90  The blood vessel pattern of the layer of the membrane at the back of the eyeball, the eye has to 

technology using infrared light has diminished opposition and has given an impetus for further 
development.
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These are more or less deployed for identifying persons. The mathematical 

of persons based on unique features. 

biometric data are tied to the person for ever, and the direct mapping of bodily 

exceptional cases and after the careful consideration of necessity and proportionality.
The three factors described above can be used separately or in any combination 

same time can change the ranking and appropriateness of the system from the aspect 
of data protection.

(EDS), the ancestor of the outsourcing business. The company specialized in 

market at that time, so outsourcing solved this problem, too. The standardisation of 

outsourcing contract. The service supplier can take over the operation of the servers 

the secure separation of the given services. The most important element of an 

all essential terms and conditions: availability index, time to repair and recovery, 

91

91  Racskó, 2011.
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the possible advantage of outsourcing: outsourcing changed into activity optimization 
and huge multinational informatics service providers started to offer their different 

structure is not important, only the input and output are of importance.
As regards the technical part, the corner stone of the service is virtualization, 

one or more virtual systems (guest) are run on one or more physical systems (host). 

allocated among the guest systems in any manner. Virtual systems are supervised 

physical host a given guest server is running, it can be determined only by the help 
of the hypervisor, but it may run on all the three.

Cloud computing differs from virtualization in that virtualized systems are 

and high level optimization.

such as development as a service (DaaS) used by Salesforce.

infrastructure operated by the supplier. The operating system and the applications 

supervision of the supplier is broader: it provides the operating system, the database, 
certain applications and development tools in addition to the virtual system. The 

may be calculated on the basis of the number of accesses or time but in either case 
the client pays only for the actual use.
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virtual machines, Salesforce provides CRM system and Zoho all these.
Google provides a SaaS service under the brand name Google Apps.92

can be uploaded and edited. Company email groups can be created, contents can be 
shared and archived and all contents and antecedents can easily be retrieved. 

assistance is available on the phone and via email 24 hours a day. Guaranteed 
availability includes eight hours of service interruption per year. Web based customer 

possibility of the migration of former contents.
93

tool (force.com) costs 90 cents per access and any application using the above 
services can be developed by this tool, such as data processing, process supporting 
and business intelligence applications. To highlight the difference, the company 

management, human resource management, time management and food ingredient 
management. A great advantage of such pricing is that development costs can be 

the use of other systems, for example CRM system is extra. The third similar 

brand name Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)94 and not service or platform. 

computing capacity, memory capacity and hard disc store space. This environment 

92  See Google Apps for companies. 
93  See Salesforce.com,  
94  See Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud. 
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can be used through various operating systems and other system level applications, 
such as databases, application development tools and authentication management. 

based on the resources used. Computing performance is measured in EC2 compute 

The price of the services ranges from $0.095 to $1.16 per hour in the European 
region.

95

basically calculated in a manner to be the same as the prices quoted by Amazon but 

increase the overall cost.

entails higher costs as only actual use is invoiced for. Dynamic resource allocation 

is not accurate, the resource is simply not used. The total cost is the sum of the 

tendency of use is levelled up. Due to the huge computing capacity included in the 
cloud, the cloud is better protected against different distributed attacks. Parallel 
processing can substantially accelerate business intelligence applications. As the 
different resources are allocated to different premises, the system is more reliable 
and less vulnerable for example in the case of natural disasters as opposed to the 

the data centres of the cloud are established at optimal places (energy, 
telecommunication).

curve of technologies. Cloud applications have commanded a great interest since 
2009, they nearly reached the peak in 2010 and they are predicted to become fully 

clouds.96

95   
96  Fenn, 2010.
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prime security challenge.97 This means that the systems and applications currently 

providers once the service is cancelled. A further special problem is that in the case 

solid capital listed on the American stock exchange.

and the resultant risk high.
The third greatest risk derives from unsuitability. The suitability of the systems 

regarded to be quite high, its impact quite high and its resultant risk high.

the premises of the corporation. Considering the increased price sensitivity of 

the building, the maintenance of environmental conditions (temperature, humidity), 

cost element.

at present seem impossible to be solved in Europe. Cloud service providers build 

98

97  Catteddu/Hogben, 2009.
98  Spivey, 2009.
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size of small and medium enterprises), neither do they undertake the requirements 

offer more sophisticated solutions. For instance European personal data may 

supplier may enter the market just for this reason. Entering the market requires an 
unbelievably huge amount of money, suppliers currently present on the market offer 

cloud services.

activity performed on the computer and then sends this information to a third party. 

employees sends a report to the employer for example about the time spent on 

activities.

cases there is. 

such recorded data. System administrators are typically authorized to have access to 

There is no pint in stipulating that recorded data may be seen by a panel consisting 
of the managing director, the human resource manager and the representatives of the 
employees if technically the system administrator can do the same at any time. 

protection of life and property (e.g. protected persons, transport of valuables), 
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most precise method of monitoring is to place a GPS receiver in one of the devices 
(typically in the company car) of the employee and it sends the actual position to the 

99

According to some interpretations the concept of PET includes for instance the 
100

fingerprints cannot be restored; 

through an encrypted connection;

can be reached directly.

policy languages.101

data required by the provider and the authorizations to be given by the user can be 

machines of the provider and the user cross check the data protection settings 

case of so called external languages it normally does not mean the enforcement of 

of external languages is Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P), accepted by W3C, 

99  

100  

101  
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settings cannot be enforced, the settings of multiple users cannot be handled jointly 

and improve it. Enterprise Privacy Authorization Language (EPAL) and eXtensible 
Access Control Markup Language (XACML) are internal privacy policy languages. 

enforcement of internal data processing rules in a corporate environment.

anonymization have an important role; these techniques terminate the personal 

personal character and enjoy legal protection as long as they can be linked to the 
natural data subject. This link is terminated by anonymization and the personal 
identity of the data subject is separated from the digital traces of the online activities 
performed by him.102

appeared in the form of anonymous email remailer and anonymizer proxy services, 
such as Connexion Anonymizer.

provider through several proxy servers randomly connected to each other. As proxy 

countries under different jurisdictions, the real location of the data subject is 

unlike former means, in addition to providing a certain level of protection of personal 
data, it has become one of the basic means of cybercrime by covering the exact 
location of the attacker.

According to the underlying concept, if the data of the data subjects are processed 

thus these data cannot unambiguously be connected to a particular person.103

Another method for data minimization is pseudonymity. Pseudonyms can be 

104

pseudonym must unambiguously identify the given data subject enabling for example 
the administration of affairs at an authority. Consequently, the issue cannot be solved 

pseudonyms is the easiest to realize but it does not mean real data protection. The 

number) and identity broker services. The third group can be realized by biometric 

102  

103  

104  Raguse/Langfeldt/Hansen, 2008.
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Authentication and identity management is rather an issue of information security 

105

The core of the applicability of PET systems is usability, satisfying the needs of 

106

experts; consequently their language is based on their professional language, 

107

108. Virus detector, backing up to DVDs, offsite backup or 

damage is caused?

be tailored according to the needs of smaller organisations. Proposals concerning 

and risk analysis and approved of by the management.

109 as statutory provisions have been 
stipulated but have not been detailed by the legislator, consequently those applying 

105  see: 
106  

107  Reidenberg, 1998, p. 584.
108  

109  Szádeczky, 2011.
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directly interpret these requirements. Moreover, these requirements have severe 

and compensation enforceable in a civil proceeding.

data processors in the course of their activities. 

implement adequate safeguards and appropriate technical and organizational 

security of data processing.110 ÓRI111 it 
can be claimed that data security and thus a particular part of informational security 
falls under the scope of the statutory regulation pertaining to data protection. 

sense in information systems and thus the application of the requirements connected 

Enterprises) and on data protection (e.g. Act CLV of 2009 on the Protection of 

Supervision of Encrypting Activities). These areas can be regulated to a depth other 
than the area of data protection.

112

medical data, although the practical realization of the higher level protection is far 
from being perfect.113 The Data Protection Commissioner had a lot of cases in 

114

110  

111  

112  

113  Alexin, 2010, p. 104.
114  For further details see Trócsányi, 2007.
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correctly if he creates his technical data protection on the basis of informational 

personal data are exposed to. When establishing protection, proportionality should 

ensure security of processing, data controllers and processors shall proceed taking 
into account the latest technical development and the state of the art of their 
implementation. Where alternate data processing solutions are available, the one 
selected shall ensure the highest level of protection of personal data, except if this 

115

damage and accidental loss, and to ensure that stored data cannot be corrupted and 

116

endangering the system and process of handling and processing data and about their 
occurrence and though it is not required by the act on data protection, in areas 

professional expectation. The statutory provision expressly refers to the case of 

greatest danger of computer literacy, i.e. the problems of the long term storage of 
electronic data.117

inspect all documents of the controller inspected, presumed to have any bearing on 
the case at hand, and may request copies of such documents, can have access to any 
data processing operation presumed to have any bearing on the case at hand, can 

oral information.118 Data protection inspections covered certain aspects of the 

data, though not in its entirety. Thus formally the commissioner for data protection 
119 and the 

120

The extent of the implementation of data protection measures can be examined, 

according to the German model (based on Roßnagel).121 There is a demand for data 

115  

116  

117  

118  

119  DPC, 755/H/1997 and DPC, 756/H/1997
120  DPC, 194/H/1999, DPC, 196/H/1999 and DPC, 435/H/1999
121  
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details.122 At present audits can be implemented by external enterprises in Hungary. 

either.

far more detailed in this respect. First of all it stipulates as a general principle that 
data controllers must plan and perform all data processing activities so as to ensure 
the protection of the private sphere of those concerned in the course of applying the 

(principle of privacy by design). When determining and applying measures ensuring 
data security, data controllers and data processors must take account of developments 

unreasonable hardship for the controller.123 These provisions extend the data 

guarantees to the relevant security and organisational procedures of the controller 

electronic commerce124

approach brings about the appreciation of data protection requirements and is based 
on the perception that the statutory conditions of data protection cannot prevail 

concrete expectations from the prevention of unauthorized data input and the 
controllability of access to the data processing system to the assurance that installed 
systems may, in case of interruption, be restored;125 these expectations must be 
observed by data controllers and processors and can be included in the aspects of 
auditing.

the principle of security proportional to risk; nevertheless, it is still a considerable 

information security is described in Chapter 4.

122  

123  

124  See Section 13/A (3) of Act C of 2003 on Electronic Communications and on Electronic 

125  
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common service126, taking into consideration the methods applied in such procedures 

be more than reasonable.

both parties (the legal and the informatics side).

provisions pertaining to information security and establishing mutual alignment, 

the language of informatics can be implemented on the basis of the detailed 

stipulate an adequately small number of concrete information security requirements 

matching the smallest requirement unit of the chosen standard (the purpose of the 

requirement unit in respect of information security;

requirement unit in respect of information security;

partially corresponds to the given requirement unit in respect of information 

of the given requirement unit.
Coverage is expected to be partial or missing due to the vagueness of legal 

regulation. Statutory requirements mainly concern the information criteria of 

to be of utmost importance by the data protection directive and by national 
regulations.

The general requirements stipulated in statutory instruments pertaining to data 

alignments should be established through professional discussions and conciliations, 

professional discussions and several rounds of conciliation facilitate the process of 

126  Reference to standards etc.
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these subjective elements turning into general practice. Materials of this kind do not 

still require further changes.

When designing buildings, close attention must be paid to architectural security 

and chemicals must also be provided.
The aim is to have concentric circles of protection around the building. This 

the parts of buildings above ground level protection against electromagnetic radiation 

cases of longer interruptions diesel generators can be installed.
The importance of maintaining the adequate environment can hardly be 

maintained at the appropriate level by air conditioning appliances, at the installation 

machines should be installed in pairs, moreover, it is most useful if a neighbouring 
appliance can perform the task of another appliance in the case of a shortfall. The 

appliance built in the server room. As this solution is rather costly, optical smoke 
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Although server rooms are guarded similarly to other facilities, creating protected 

of the direct superior of the given employee, the person in charge of the business 
process and the operational or security leader of the server. Authentications allocated 

manual comparison of authentications and permits. The cause of any derogation 
must be examined. Logging entries into the facilities can be done only for a limited 

can usually be stored longer, until a report is made to the police or a disciplinary 
proceeding is closed. When creating security sectors, areas used by maintenance 

also be placed in different rooms according to the different functional and security 

using security gratings, glass break detectors and passive infrared sensors installed 
on the protected side.

Passive infrared sensors should also be used in the protected area itself. There 
should be sluice doors for security purposes but for the protection of life they must 

extinguishing gas must also be placed inside the protected room for the protection of 
life. 

Logging in the servers should be made possible by access allocated individually to 
persons and authorized at several levels just like in the case of entry to the server 
room. Both successful and unsuccessful logins to the servers and in the case of 
strictly protected systems each activity must be logged; these logs must also be 

staff of the security department can have access. Logging activity is indispensable 
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other; if transport is performed physically, the security procedures common in the 

be damaged or destroyed deserve particularly careful attention and planning in the 
case of important systems. The technical documentation of the planning is called 

used for recovery, the method of recovering the data and the provision of the 
appropriate operating staff. For the case of disaster situations a spare system identical 

system installed outside the premises but used only in an emergency. Another 

often neglected task is to carry out disaster testing to check the operability and 
feasibility of the plan. During disaster testing it is useful though not indispensable to 

measures are not appropriate. A more frequently used method is to have the staff 

a business aspect, from the aspect of ensuring the continual operation of business 
processes.

The procedures and methods described above can be regarded as best practices of 

other, less regulated areas, for example in electronic commerce and in handling 
personal data the legislator expects the application of the above methods to an even 

practice of the industry, can be expected so that the organisations provide the 

endeavouring and implementing should be determined. 

actually a method of information auditing and governance assistance, based on 
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control goals centred on four areas:

127

° DS1 Define and manage service levels 

° DS3 Manage performance and capacity 
° DS4 Ensure continuous service 
° DS5 Ensure systems security 

° DS7 Educate and train users 
° DS8 Manage service desk and incidents 
° DS9 Manage the configuration 
° DS10 Manage problems 
° DS11 Manage data 
° DS12 Manage the physical environment 
° DS13 Manage operations

° ME2 Monitor and evaluate internal control 

127  
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requirements, transparency about the significant risks to the enterprise and 
embedding of risk management responsibilities into the organisation.

project completion, resource usage, process performance and service delivery, 
using, for example, balanced scorecards that translate strategy into action to 
achieve goals measurable beyond conventional accounting.

Department of Defense (DoD)128

applicable at management level. This became an international standard under the 

128  Department of Defense, Directive 8570
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operation, monitoring, auditing, maintenance and improvement of information 
129

be used.

and vocabulary: it describes the main principles of the standard series and 
defines the key terms.

Requirements: it describes the requirements of the management system; its 
latest version is in preparation.

describes the requirements of practice; its latest version is in preparation.

guidance: it gives guidance for implementation.

of information security management systems: it specifies the requirements for 

auditing: it contains guidelines concerning the method of auditing.

organizations belonging to different sectors.

requirements for telecommunication providers.

129  
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preparation.

preparation.

providers.

1. Scope
2. Normative references

5. Management responsibility

Annex A (mandatory): Control objectives and controls

companies and there is no mandatory register, it is nearly impossible to specify the 

130

130   Version 215 
August 2012
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 4152 Netherlands 24 Belgium 3 

 573 Saudi Arabia 24 Gibraltar 3 

 546 19 Lithuania 3 

 461 Bulgaria 18 Macau 3 

China 393  18 Albania 3 

Germany 228 Portugal 18 Bosnia Herzegovina 2 

Czech Republic 112 Argentina 17 Cyprus 2 

 107 Philippines 16 Ecuador 2 

 105  15  2 

 82 Pakistan 15  2 

Spain 72 Colombia 14 Luxembourg 2 

Hungary 71 Russian Federation 14 Macedonia 2 

Malaysia 66 Vietnam 14 Malta 2 

Poland 61  13 Mauritius 2 

Thailand 59  11  2 

Greece 50 Canada 10 Armenia 1 

 48  10 Bangladesh 1 

Austria 42  10 Belarus 1 

Turkey 35  9 Bolivia 1 

Turkey 35 Bahrain 8 Denmark 1 

France 34 Peru 7 Estonia 1 

 32 Chile 5  1 

Australia 30 Egypt 5 Lebanon 1 

Singapore 29  5 Moldova 1 

Croatia 27  5  1 

Slovenia 26 Sri Lanka 5 Sudan 1 

Mexico 25 South Africa 5  1 

Slovakia 25 Dominican Republic 4 Yemen 1 

Brazil 24 Morocco 4 7940 

scope, premises or time.
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